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The classic skull design will be on sale at Stubbs and Wootton in both pink and indigo colors.
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Nothing says end of season like Easter. Luckily, Stubbs and Wootton has the
perfect send-off — its famous post-Easter sale. Lines are known to form
outside the 340 Worth Ave. store at 10 a.m., before it opens, for the shoes.

Some of the iconic slippers will be 50 percent off, including the classic skull
design with colors like hot pink with an orange trim and indigo with a green
trim. The herald design features a lion motif available in indigo and black.
Available in white, the Octopus Flax shoes have a blue-eyed octopus motif and
brown trim.

The sale lasts through April 8; store hours are 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m .to 5 p.m. Saturday and noon to 5 p.m. Sunday.

*

La dolce vita — Known for designing couture fabrics for Dior, Givenchy and
Saint Laurent, Agnona has become a go-to for exclusive textiles. Some of
those luxury fabrics include Peruvian alpaca, cashmere and vicuña. Now, it
using those same materials for its Spring and Summer 2018 collection.

The collection is as vibrant and colorful as it is chic and neutral. Look N. 9
sports a blue jacket with a salmon vest and yellow tropical skirt with palm tree
and boat motifs.

Looks N. 18 and 26 are great for the sunny days ahead. N. 18 is a white dress
with beige at the shoulders and small zippers. It hugs your waist with a
popeline pleated skirt. The look is finished with an asymmetric corset belt
made of calf hair and soft leather. N. 26 has different shades of salmon on the
knitwear dress paired with a coral viscose V-neck oversized top.

The Italian fashion house is bringing these looks and more to Serenella for a
trunk show running from 10 a.m.to 6 p.m. Thursday and Friday at 340 Royal
Poinciana Way, Suite 309. Peter M. Taub, senior vice president of Agnona
North America, will also be attending the trunk show on both days. To RSVP,
call 220-2442.

*

Bunnies love carats — Inspired by the spirit of the Hamptons, Joey Wölffer
features new and vintage jewelry, clothing and accessories from local and
international designers.

These pairs of earrings scream spring, especially the $515 Shourouk Sicily
multicolored pair with hand-beaded Swarovski crystals, painted stones and
raffia tassels in all colors under the rainbow including green, pink, orange and
yellow.
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For a toned-down look but still eye-catching, the $198 Lele Sadoughi crystal
lily earrings are perfect. Each features a 3-inch mint green acetate lily flower
with a Czech pave crystal center.

And the colors are a perfect fit for Easter pastels. Find them at 340 Royal
Poinciana Way, Suite 333.

*

Speaking of pastels — Theory’s $1,555 piazza coat in pastel green is crafted
from extra-fine lamb suede and features oversized horn buttons and a back
vent. The coat is also available in brown.

For a twist on the metal ring clasp bag, check out the Whitney shoulder bag
with a tortoiseshell resin hoop. New for Spring 2018, the $455 bag opens up to
a faux suede-lined interior and on the outside is crafted from premium soft goat
suede.

Find these looks at 340 Royal Poinciana Way, Suite M310.

Palm Beacher’s Kids’ Dreams receives group’s annual gift
by Shannon Donnelly, Daily News Society Editor

Les Girls, Palm Beach’s multinational ladies group, closed the 2017-18 season with its annual
presentation event. The Spring Tea took place March 22 at The Chesterfield. Candide Booth,
Mohini Chopra and Rita Sullivan were chairwomen for the afternoon, which was highlighted by
the presentation of the group’s annual gift to a local charity...

Dining specials set in Palm Beach for Administrative Professionals Day
by M.M. Cloutier, Special to the Daily News
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Magda Butrym’s $2,330 Tarragona pure silk dress in a blush high-low design.
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St. Frank’s $3,550 framed Otom textile in pink.

Skip into spring with offerings from the shops in Royal Poinciana Plaza.

Old and new — Serenella features styles and collections from both iconic
heritage houses and up-and-coming designers, including Missoni and Magda
Butrym.

Missoni’s funky accessories available at the store include a handmade crochet
$1,475 Straight Circle necklace, and $595 Bijoux Mother of Pearl pendant
earrings that have layered pearl discs in vibrant colors that look straight out of
a 1970s movie.

Magda Butrym’s $2,330 Tarragona pure silk dress comes in a blush high-low
design. This piece features a ruffled trim at its shoulders and waist with a deep
V neckline. The $1,090 Sofia skirt also features a ruffled design and
asymmetrical hem.

*

Indigenous designs — The motifs on St. Frank’s framed Otomí textile are
said to bring luck and prosperity in Tenango de Doria of central Mexico. For
example, the deer is said to carry wealth while the rooster announces a good
harvest.

+
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Valentina Kova’s $1,750 Lara dress.

This intricate embroidery is handmade by the indigenous Otomí people; the
designers draw the animals and plants from memories, dreams and mythical
imagination.

For $3,550, this framed pink textile is also available in blue and gray.

*

Silky smooth — In its two stores, one in Palm Beach, Valentina Kova
provides luxury womenswear and fine jewelry. 

The $1,750 Lara dress is a perfect example. It offers a relaxed-cut style with
waist pockets and a full skirt. The coral-colored dress also has three-quarter
sleeves and a ruffled hemline.

*

Travel inspiration — The book Ibiza Bohemia explores the island’s scenic
Balearic cliffs, legendary visitors, the deco and architecture that make up its
signature style.

Fashion stylist Renu Kashyap and travel writer Maya Boyd both have a special
connection to Ibiza and try to show why it’s so easy to fall in love with the
Mediterranean hot spot. Over the years, it has attracted the attention of artists
and rock stars seeking freedom and escape in the island’s yoga retreats and
roaring nightlife.

Find this coffee table book for $85 at Assouline.

+
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Little Art Nouveau earrings with 126 diamonds from Maud Cabot’s collection.
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American jewelry designer Maud Cabot is inspired by her lifelong love of
music and fashion. Her style celebrates the laid-back vibe of the 1970s with a
touch of rock & roll.

Cabot’s newest collection is bold and sparkly, such as the diamond cluster ring
in 18k gold. Her Little Art Nouveau earrings flash 126 diamonds and can come
in either gold or black rhodium-plated sterling silver.

For the understated rock princess, the 18k twin ring and gold circle ring is the
perfect combination to complement outfits while giving an extra shine. The gold
circle ring is also available in white gold and can be found at Serenella at 34
Royal Poinciana Way, Suite 309.

*

Spring paradise — Spring looks at Royal Poinciana Plaza’s Collective
include a $1,200 Embellished Halter Dress by PatBO .

The haltered midi is the dream dress for a tropical paradise like Palm Beach.
The dress is crafted from floral jacquard that’s hand-embellished with beads
and sequins for added dimension, and features a plunging V neckline, open
back and a fixed bow detail that flatters the waist.

For a classic romantic look, opt for Zimmermann ’s $795 Laelia Cross-Stitch
maxi dress embroidered with flowers and lace details from head to toe, pleated
yoke and a tied waist.

From Zimmermann’s Summer Swim 2018 Collection, the Melody Off-Shoulder
Dress is made with embroidered ivory cotton linen blend and features short
blouson sleeves, ruffle detail around the neckline and A-line skirt.

*

Game point — Jet-setters and athletes alike are sure to find the perfect bag
with Ame & Lulu . The American lifestyle brand focuses on stylish golf and
tennis accessories along with everyday totes and travel must-haves. Designer
Amye Kurson is inspired by sports and places like the beaches of Cape Cod
and her all-time favorite tennis courts at The Breakers.

The $130 Varsity Court bag is the perfect tennis tote with an interior zip pocket
which fits two oversized rackets. The water-repellent bag comes in two classic
color palettes: navy and pink or navy and green.

The resort totes are perfect for holding vacation essentials. The large $56
Cabana 88 Resorter with interior zip pockets and the $68 Land to Sand Beach
tote with slip and zip pockets. Both bags have a water-repellent finish and are
available in different colors.
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*

‘Gram-tastic — With nearly 2 million followers on Instagram, Barbie is
anything but lonely.

She’s the perfect Instagram model, posting about her travels, outfits, red
carpet looks and meeting fashion icons such as Palm Beacher Iris Apfel. (Apfel
is a Barbie herself.)

The @BarbieStyle Instagram channel was created to showcase Barbie as a
fashion icon and social influencer, showing up in culturally relevant places and
spaces with her squad.

A $50 coffee-table book, The Art of @BarbieStyle, showcases more than 300
illustrations of detailed and accessorized lifestyle images following Barbie’s
fashionable adventures.

Palm Beacher’s Kids’ Dreams receives group’s annual gift
by Shannon Donnelly, Daily News Society Editor

Les Girls, Palm Beach’s multinational ladies group, closed the 2017-18 season with its annual
presentation event. The Spring Tea took place March 22 at The Chesterfield. Candide Booth,
Mohini Chopra and Rita Sullivan were chairwomen for the afternoon, which was highlighted by
the presentation of the group’s annual gift to a local charity...

Dining specials set in Palm Beach for Administrative Professionals
Day
by M.M. Cloutier, Special to the Daily News

Call them heroes or unsung heroes, but there’s an annual day recognizing those typically calm
and unflappable folks who are instrumental in keeping things running efficiently at companies
and organizations. Administrative Professionals Day is Wednesday — and that’s when some
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LIFESTYLE  By Carla Trivino - Daily News Staff Writer � �  

Palm Beach fashion: J.McLaughlin
catalog, video highlight hot spots

Posted: 12:30 p.m. Saturday, March 10, 2018

0

The model wears a Cosette blouse and Margot pant from J.McLaughlin.
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Most likely, J.McLaughlin’s March catalog has arrived in mailboxes, but its fun
Palm Beach video can be found only online on youtube.com. It’s all part of the
brand’s new initiative to expand while focusing on its largest market, Florida.

“A lot of our Northeast customers are in Palm Beach this time of the year,” said
Kevin J.McLaughlin, creative director and founder.

He said the new video and catalog highlight locations in Palm Beach such as
Buccan, Worth Avenue, Sant Ambroeus and SurfSide Diner.

“Our customers like a back story rather than just the product itself,”
J.McLaughlin said. “We like to weave that in.”

With 24 stores in Florida, the company’s mission is to remain local and loyal to
the communities in which they are located.  Company officials work with
organizations such as the Everglades Foundation and the Darbster
Foundation, an animal welfare group.

The Palm Beach store is located at 225 Worth Ave.

*

Purchase to help pets — Charitable deeds don’t stop there. J.McLaughlin will
be part of a shopping spree along with other stores on Worth Avenue: Roller
Rabbit, Max Mara, Leggiadro, Anne Fontaine and Sequin, to raise money
for the Darbster Foundation.

From 1 to 6 p.m. Thursday, all six shops will donate a percentage of their
profits to the organization, which aims to reduce the number of cats and dogs
euthanized in Palm Beach County.

The Darbster Foundation is working with Palm Beach Animal Care and Control
during the event in hopes to raise awareness and give the chance to adopt pet
that will be at the shops.

*

New in town — Emilio Pucci is coming to Serenella. The Italian fashion
brand specializes in women’s ready-to-wear and accessories. Its new
collection features light, floaty creations and Pucci’s legendary print.

Accessories first. The scarf-detailed belt can be worn in various styles. It’s
crafted in Italy from smooth, calf leather in a vibrant orange hue, this wide style
can be knotted or tied in a bow for a perfect finish.

Crafted from multi-color calf leather, the clutch bag features a fold-over top, a
gold-tone logo plaque, a front embossed logo stamp, a floral print mixed with
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Printed calfskin Leila baguette bag by Emilio Pucci.

stone embellishments.

Get ahead of spring break, with Pucci’s two-piece swimsuits cut from sculpting
stretch fabric printed with the fashion house’s seasonal motif.

The store at 340 Royal Poinciana Way also offers a crocheted Pucci poplin top
featuring a loose fit and flared sleeves, which can be paired with the black
white cotton crochet shorts.
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Calfskin and silk twill belt by Emilio Pucci.

Palm Beacher’s Kids’ Dreams receives group’s annual gift
by Shannon Donnelly, Daily News Society Editor

Les Girls, Palm Beach’s multinational ladies group, closed the 2017-18 season with its annual presentation event. The Spring Tea took
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FASHION  By Carla Trivino - Daily News Staff Writer � �  

Designer Adam Lippes coming to
Royal Poinciana Plaza for trunk
show

Posted: 9:58 a.m. Wednesday, February 21, 2018
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Stretch cady bustier tank dress available at the Adam Lippes trunk show. Courtesy of designer
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Splits59 blue with yellow and white stripes
leggings and workout bra available at
Flying Lizard inside Haute Yoga. Courtesy
of store ... Read More

Adam Lippes will be having a trunk show at Kirna Zabete today and Monday
featuring pieces not yet available online such as a cotton poplin midi skirt with
a matching crop shirt and a vintage chambray shirt and high waisted pencil
skirt.

Other pieces in the trunk show include a printed wool trapeze dress, stretch
cady bustier dress and a striped asymmetrical dress with belt.

Lippes will be making an appearance at the Royal Poinciana Plaza store from
4-7 p.m. on Monday. 

*

Work it out — It’s never too early to get fit for summer and with Flying Lizard
opening a boutique inside Haute Yoga, it can be done in style. The boutique
carries various brands including Ultracor, Splits59 and 9.2.5, but its main focus
is fashion-forward athleisure pieces with fun prints.

After shopping for a workout outfit, stay in the studio for a complimentary
vinyasa yoga class available every Thursday as part of Royal Poinciana
Plaza’s Winter Wellness Series.

*

New on the block — After a
successful pop-up on the island last
year, Margaux opened its first
permanent store at 32 Via Mizner, and
is debuting a new exclusive sandal just
for Palm Beach: the Citron Lizard.

The elegant single-strap sandal has a
citron water-snake pattern along with
Margaux’s signature leather sole
designed for comfort and with the
modern woman in mind.

The sandal retails at $225 and is
available only at the Worth Avenue
location.

*

Bling Bling — Los Angeles-based jewelry designer Rachel Katz is hosting a
trunk show featuring her new collection inside Serenella today at Royal
Poinciana Plaza.

+
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Exclusively designed for Palm Beach, the Citron Lizard sandal can be found a Margaux. Courtesy of
Margaux

Rachel Katz diamond triangle necklace
available in 14K yellow, white or rose gold.
Some versions of the necklace come with
.65-karats ... Read More

Katz started her line in 2013 when she was inspired by a necklace passed
down from her mother. Her jewelry combines a vintage 1970s vibe with a
modern geometric twist. Each piece is hand-crafted in Los Angeles with 14-
karat gold, sustainably sourced diamonds and colorful sapphires, she says.

*

It’s at the roots — Celebrity
hairstylist Paul Labrecque has opened
its first Florida location at Royal
Poinciana Plaza.

His team will provide clients with not
only hair services but also nail care,
skin care, massage, hair removal and
makeup. A haircut comes with
complimentary airbrushing by the in-
house make up artist. Labrecque will
be taking clients one week out of the
month when he comes down from his
salons in New York and Philadelphia. 

The salon is hosting a grand opening Feb. 24 with Labrecque and his team
from 6 to 9 p.m. at 340 Royal Poinciana Plaza, Suite 327.

*

Reading time — Manhattan’s Babe is an illustrated novel by Frédéric
Beigbeder translated from French to English, providing a fictionalized account
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